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ABSTRACT To modify easily chemical consistence of molten steel metallurgical plants usually add alloys in a
form of lumps through a hopper at ladle`s top. The problem is a large variety of adjusted technological conditions
for this process, which leads to iterative discovery of rational ones. The article presents synthesis of a mathematical
model for the mentioned process using Navier-Stokes and Euler-Lagrange equations. It is designed for researching
of process modes depending on: a horizontal position of addition hopper relatively to argon plug at ladle bottom,
an average diameter of spherical addition lumps, a total mass of addition heap, a necessity of the second hopper, a
temperature of the melt. It takes into account interconnected three-dimensional fluid and solids dynamics,
temperature exchange between melt and lump, also it computes level of concentration homogenization. A
numerical experiment shows a significantly better addition homogenization when two hoppers are simultaneously
used for a feeding. Adequacy checks are performed using ice balls in air-stirred water.

KEYWORDS Navier-Stokes equations; Euler-Lagrange equations; Secondary steelmaking; Argon blowing;
Lump additives.

I. INTRODUCTION

these important questions at a relatively low cost, comparing
to a laboratory or plant experiment.

A. TOPICALITY

O

NE of the simple methods of a chemical modification
for molten steel is alloys injection in a form of lumps
(additives). Many metallurgical plants in the world use this
method in secondary steelmaking. According to the method,
additive lumps are stored in a bunker above ladle. At
specified moment of time, bunker opens and lumps freely
fall through a tube connected to the hole at ladle`s cover
(additive hopper). At the end of the fall, lumps enters ladle
with molten steel and dissolve spreading around. Cold lumps
decrease temperature of fluid, so melt needs mixing. Variety
of technological parameters leads to finding of rational ones,
including place of lumps fall relative to argon plug, average
diameter of lumps, mass of a whole addition heap, necessity
of the second hopper (two heaps of lumps are injected
simultaneously), temperature of the melt, and others.
Mathematical modeling can give satisfactory answers to
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B. RELATED WORKS

A popularity of the process caused a great interest of
scientists to research the considered process in details. For
example, in [1] authors simulate a spherical alloy lump
melting with steel shell formation. They check adequacy of
model with different sizes and materials of addition, as well
as speed of steel. It is considered a single lump, however, in
reality a big group of lumps with different sizes are added to
melt. Authors of [2] also present model of single additive
lump melting in form of cylinder with few moving fronts of
freezing.
Authors of [3] find the rate of change in the radius of
alloy particle from heat and mass flow balance to predict
dissolution of additive with high melting temperature.
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In the paper [4], it is presented simulation of adding
aluminum particles during RH Refining process. Multiphase
flow of melt is taken into account.
A comparison of different approaches to model scrap
melting can be made as demonstrated in [5, 6]. Authors take
into account mass and heat transfer. Finite difference method
shows good results.
A number of works [7-12] use Navier-Stokes equations
to simulate flow of fluid with addition. An interaction of two
immiscible phases of fluid (for instance, melt-slag) can be
modeled using level-set method as illustrated in [13, 14].
Dynamics of the melt free surface in ladle operations is
often modeled by Volume of Fluid (VOF) method [15-19].
In addition, the authors use VOF to predict argon bubbles in
molten steel and calculate drag force for them.
In [20] there is a summary of methods used by scientists
for mathematical and physical modeling of tundish
operations. It is considered RANS and LES approaches, as
well as turbulence models.
In [21] the authors model melting of spherical aluminum
particle in melt dividing sphere on three layers: solid core,
melted aluminum and shell of cooled melt. The method
allows them to take shell formation into account, because it
affects melting.
Analyzed works make good starting basis for
interconnected simulation of multibody, fluid dynamics and
heat transfer.

5) Argon bubbles are formed at ladle bottom near
blowing plug. They are represented by continuum, which
floats up with constant speed relative to the melt.
6) Slag layer is neglectable thin.
On the figure:
1 – addition hoppers, which are about 3 meters above a
metal surface (at plants only one hopper is often used, but it
is interest to try two of them);
2 – blowing plug for argon stirring of molten steel;
3 – places where groups of lumps enter the melt with
natural spreading after falling from hoppers.

C. PURPOSE OF THE RESEARCH

The aim of this work is synthesis of a mathematical model of
steel feeding by bulk materials from hopper. The model takes
into account important physical processes: solids-melt
interaction, hydrodynamics, addition mixing and
temperature exchange between melt and lumps of addition.
For the experiment, a comparison of mixing effectiveness
should be made with a single hopper and the two ones.
II. MATHEMATICAL MODEL
A. ASSUMPTIONS

To simplify the process prediction some idealizations are
made:
1) Molten steel has a flat surface and a cylindrical shape
(Fig. 1).
2) Molten steel is viscous incompressible Newtonian
fluid – continuum.
3) Lumps of addition have spherical form with different
diameter. The normal distribution of diameter in a heap is
used. A sphere elastically collides with others. In addition, it
experiences friction force from touched neighbors.
Rotational speeds are ignorable small.
4) Spherical lumps are melted uniformly with crust
formation in the beginning. There is absence of internal heat
sources inside the lump. The spheres don`t change volume
of melt.
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Figure 1. Cylindrical geometry of the melt body.
B. MOTION OF MELT

According to the conservation of impulse, mass and heat
laws a hydrodynamics of a melt is defined by Navier-Stokes
equations [10], as well as gas, addition concentration and
temperature distributions are determined by diffusionconvection equation:
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C. MOTION OF SOLIDS

Reference point is at center of ladle bottom. The cylindrical
coordinate system fits geometry of a ladle. Therefore, define
radius-vector of mass center for i lump using r-φ-z
coordinates:
(8)

Dynamics of spherical lumps are defined by EulerLagrange equations with term of hydrodynamic drag force,
defined above:


d K K
P  D ri
−
=−
+ Fi 
, k = 1..3N ,
dt q k qk
qk
qk
where N – number of spheres.
Kinetic energy doesn`t include a rotation of a lump:
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where ri and zi – radial and height component of radiusvector r̅i, rw – radius of wall, kc – coefficient of restrain after
collision of spheres (equals zero when i equals j or when
spheres don`t go through each other), kw and kb –stiffness
coefficients, which are sufficiently large when sphere
outside the ladle and are zero when it is inside.
Let introduce some friction between near spheres to
prevent fast divergence of spheres from falling place:

Fi =  k f
j i

(7)


sphere), Ri and ri – radius and speed of i sphere.
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where CD – dimensionless coefficient of drag (about 0,44 for
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Potential energy contains terms, which prevent excessive
interpenetrations of solids (Pc) and their passing through the
ladle walls (Pw):

i =1

where ρ – density of molten metal.
The force of hydrodynamic drag is [20]:


   

Fi D = C D Ri2 ri − v ri − v ,
2

i =1

(4)

where p’ and D – kinematic pressure and coefficient of
kinematic viscosity (result of dividing by melt density), a –
gas fraction, q – argon volume per second, T – average melt
temperature, 300 – average argon temperature before
entering melt, ψc –addition flux from lumps, ψT – heat flux
to addition lumps, expressed below at section 2.4.
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where kf – coefficient of friction.
Initially a group of spheres with a small space between
ones are randomly positioned above melt in form of cylinder
with radius of spread and height depended on an overall
addition mass and maximal diameter of sphere. One achieves
a conical form of the group if initial distance from radiusvector



ri xy to the axis of the hopper a xy is dependent on the

starting z-coordinate of radius-vector:

 D max


 
(
ri xy − a xy  min  s,
1 + k s ri z ) ,
2



(15)

where ks – coefficient of cone slope, s – maximum radius of

spheres scattering from hopper axis a , Dmax – maximal
diameter of sphere.
To get equations of motion, the derivatives of above
energies are taken with respect to the generalized coordinates
symbolically. Then, axis of time divided by layers with
constant velocities and coordinates. Accelerations are
defined using them and linear algebraic equations are got.
Integration is performed by semi-implicit Euler`s method.
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D. MELTING OF ADDITION

Melting represented by the famous Stephan`s problem.
Boundary is moved by distance, which is determined from
volume of melted material. The volume can be defined by
amount of material warmed up to melting temperature. And
slowing factor is heat capacity of material – the more it is the
smaller volume of material is melted each second.
Knowing the molten volume V results in determining the
change in radius from the current time layer to the new one:

Ri* = 3 Ri3 −

III. RESULTS

V
,
4 
3

(16)

where Ri* and Ri – new and current radius of sphere; V –
volume of melted material, defined by heat balance.
The temperature of spherical lump is determined by
Newton`s law of cooling and Fourier`s law:

dTi 

=   T
,
dt
c (Ti )  4 ri3
3

 T = h(T − Ti )4ri 2 ,

(

)

There are two conducted numerical experiments – the first
one uses one hopper (Fig. 2), and the second one uses two
hoppers (Fig. 3–4). Figure 5 shows comparison of additive
concentration evolution for these two cases. During whole
modeling time for double-hopper configuration, a coefficient
of variation is lower than for single hopper. That is
theoretically predictable behavior.

(17)
(18)

where h – coefficient of heat transfer between surface with
area A and surrounding melt, cΘ and ρΘ – specific heat
capacity and density of addition material.
Boundary conditions are natural:
1) For velocity field, as well as, concentration and gas
field, it is impermeability on the solid surfaces and
on the top surface of melt (for a gas – outlet).
2) For temperature field it is heat flux to the
surrounding ladle.
E. INDICATORS

There are summary numbers, which are useful for a
researcher to analyze defined scalar fields as well as to check
quantitative and qualitative adequacy. For example, overall
mass of lumps, added to the ladle, must be conserved. Also
points with an extremely low speed can be used to locate
slowly mixing regions in the melt.
Homogenization level of temperature and addition
concentration in a melt is determined by the coefficient of
variation.
F. IMPLEMENTATION

The mathematical model is realized in computer program
using C# language. The program implements a solver, a
visualizer and a file writer. The solver uses a standard central
difference method for discretization of partial differential
equations. The multithreading maximizes load of multicore
processor, thus computational domain for melt body is
divided along z-axis with virtual layers assigned to
corresponding threads. A looped barrier provides
synchronization of these threads after stages of computation.
VOLUME 20(3), 2021

A tenth of second the file writer saves results with
indicators (section 2.5) and the visualizer creates an image
of 3D scene perspectively projected on a plane using view
frustrum. The 3D scene represents state of mathematical
model and consists of dynamically colored triangles. Vertex
positions of the triangles are computed only once – at the
beginning of the modeling. As consequence, a total time of
scene visualization is ignorable smaller than a total time of
model states calculation.

Figure 2. Comparison of mixing speed for one and two
addition hoppers
At the beginning gas concentration α is zero and
increases near argon plug. During that, input of argon the
velocity field v̅ forms vortices and vertical flux. The flux
transport heat and mass from bottom to top layers of melt,
where they horizontally spread to other places. A place that
is distant from argon plug has low speed so more time is
needed to reach average concentration and temperature in it.
Addition heap or group starts falling at 40 second and
reached the melt with fully developed speed field. Active
mixing provides fast homogenization of temperature and
concentration, which is cardinally changed after touching
with cold addition lumps.
The figures demonstrate a blue inner surface of ladle,
vertical and horizontal cross-sections of speed field and
addition lumps as spheres at 41 second of model time. Red
spheres are above the top surface of melt and turquoise ones
are under it. Black arrows represent direction of speed field:
on the vertical cross section the direction consists from
vertical and radial components of vector, on the horizontal
cross section – from radial and azimuthal one. Background
of each arrow represents magnitude of vector from crimson
(low speed) to white (around 2 m/s).
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

Presented 3D mathematical model of melt refining using
injection of addition lumps from hopper predicts mixing
phenomena in argon-stirred melt. It is used to compare
addition mixing effectiveness in single-hopper and doublehopper configurations. As figure 5 shows, two hoppers
significantly speed up homogenization of addition, thus it is
recommended for realization at plant. A configuration with
more than two hoppers can be difficult to implement and can
decrease process effectiveness, because of temperature loss.
During experiment it is detected change of temperature and
speed of melt (around 14%). They are mainly changed after
lumps get under the surface of melt.
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